
Student Dormitory Information
(Affiliated Managed Accommodations)

Other dormitories are also available. Prices and room types are subject to change.
Feel free to contact the person in charge for details and the latest availability.

Trusty Kasai
(Male/Female)

Access：2min walk from Kasai station
Room：one room
Type：
first 3 months：291,000 yen～
3 months extension：231,000 yen～
*Catered (Breakfast・Dinner, reservation required/extra charge)

*Close to the airport and easily accessible

Grace Nishi Kasai
(Male/Female)

Access：3 min walk from Nishi-Kasai station
Room：one room
Type：
first 3 months：291,000 yen～
3 months extension：231,000 yen～

*Close to the airport and easily accessible

Japanese schools with long history and achievements that support students‘ ‘education’ and ‘life’

Sendagaya Japanese Institute Group

Trusty Tanashi
Ⅰ/Ⅱ

(Male)

Access：Ⅰ/17 min walk from Tanashi station or 10 min by bus
Ⅱ/12 min walk from Tanashi station 

Room：one room    Type：
first 3 months：222,000 yen～(with breakfast and dinner)

    180,000yen～(without meals)
3 months extension：162,000 yen～(with breakfast and dinner)
                                      120,000yen～(without meals)
※Each room has an independent washbasin
※shower booths in the large public bath area
※Free bicycle parking available and free bicycle rental service
※self-catering corner in the cafeteria, which can be used outside business hours.

shared bathroom

Trusty Higashi-
murayama
(Male/Female)

Access：2 min walk from Higashi-murayama station
Room：one room
Type：
first 3 months：249,000 yen～
3 months extension：189,000 yen～

*Additional utility fee ( payment directly to the management company)
*Safe and secure with an auto-lock door.
*Close to the station and convenient for living.
*McDonald's and a hospital in the same building. Shopping Center next door (2-minute walk).

Size：★★★★☆
Closeness to school：★★★☆☆
Facilities：★★★★☆
Quietness：★★★☆☆
Price：★★★☆☆

Size：★★★★☆
Closeness to school：★★☆☆☆
Facilities：★★★★☆
Quietness：★★★★☆
Price：★★★★★

Size： ★★★★☆
Closeness to school：★★☆☆☆
Facilities：★★★★☆
Quietness：★★★☆☆
Price：★★★☆☆

Size： ★★★★☆
Closeness to school： ★★☆☆☆
Facilities： ★★★★☆
Quietness： ★★☆☆☆
Price： ★★★☆☆

Furniture, home appliances and Wi-Fi 
included! Good choice for those who want 

to save up money for the first months!

Building manager available. Safe even for 
those living by themselves for the first time.

32min

29min

25min

Confiance Minami 
KasaiⅡ (Male/Female)

Access：16min walk from Kasai station or 7min by bus 
Room：one room
Type：
first 3 months：291,000 yen～
3 months extension：231,000 yen～

*Catered (Breakfast・Dinner, reservation required/extra charge)
*Surrounded by nature: park and aquarium nearby
*Close to the airport and easily accessible

Size： ★★★★☆
Closeness to school： ★☆☆☆☆
Facilities： ★★★★☆ 
Quietness： ★★★★☆
Price： ★★★☆☆

+
32min 7min 16min
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+
18min 12-17min
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